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The? inland? waterway? system? is? a? vital? part? of? the? nation’s? multi?modal? freight? network.??
Although? less? visible? than? other?modes,? inland?waterways? allow? shippers? to? transport? bulk?
commodities? in? a? relatively? cheap? and? environmentally?friendly? method.? ? To? ensure? this?
transportation?mode?remains?a?feasible?option?and?accommodates?growth,?it?must?continue?to?
be? safe,?efficient,?and? functional.? ?This? synthesis?provides? comprehensive?perspective?on? the?
financial?prospects?of? the? inland?waterways?system.? ? It?analyzes?current? funding? levels,?along?
with?proposed?funding?changes?and?reforms.???
?
Financial? support? for? the? inland?waterways? system? comes? from? the? Inland?Waterways? Trust?
Fund?(IWTF).??Historical?data?gathered?provides?evidence?that?the?IWTF?resources?have?rapidly?
declined?in?recent?years,?limiting?the?number?of?infrastructure?projects?that?can?be?undertaken.??
Some?of? this? is? can?be?attributed? to? the? lack?of?a? fuel? tax? increase? since?1995.? ?The? fuel? tax?
serves?as? the?primary? revenue? source? for? the? IWTF.? ?The?purchasing?power?of?each?dollar? is?
therefore?eroded?due?to?the? increase?of?construction?costs,?coupled?with?the?tax?revenue?not?
increasing.? ? In?order? to? reinforce? the? IWTF?and?deal?with?a?mounting?project?backlog,?several?
funding? reforms? have? been? proposed? in? addition? to? changes? in? project? delivery? and?
prioritization.? ?Many? reforms? include? raising? the? fuel? tax?and?changing? the?current?cost?share?







dependability.? ?These? reveal? that? in? recent?years? there?has?been?an? increase? in?outages?and?
outage? durations.? ? Possible? factors? include? a? reduction? in? funding? for? construction? and?
maintenance?projects,?which?compounds?the? increasing? infrastructure?age? issue.? ?Unexpected?




This? synthesis? provides? valuable? information? for? stakeholders? and? policymakers? regarding?
current?funding? levels?and? investments? in?the? inland?waterway?system.? ?The? initial?evidence? in?











cog? in? the? nation’s? transportation? system,? carrying? over? 800?million? tons? of? domestic? goods?
annually? ?(U.S.?Army?Corps?of?Engineers,?2012).? ?The? inland?waterway?system?provides?a?more?
fuel?efficient?and?environmentally?friendly?way?to?transport? freight?compared?to?other?modes?














to?which? the? inland?waterway? system?will?be?used? in? the? future.? ?This? synthesis? summarizes?














in? this? report),? the? focus? is? primarily? on? funding?mechanisms.? ? Despite? the? importance? of?
adequate?funding?for?the? inland?waterway?system,?this? is?often?neglected?when? infrastructure?
dollars? are? scarce.? ? As? noted? by? many? researchers? and? government? officials,? the? current?
transportation? system? infrastructure? is? aging? and? deteriorating.? ? The? average? lock? and? dam?
facility? is? approaching?50? years?old? (U.S.?Army?Corps?of?Engineers,?2012).? ? In? an?era?of? tight?
budgets?for?infrastructure?investment,?it?is?vital?to?evaluate?how?the?inland?waterway?system?is?














The? information? outlined? in? this? synthesis? provides? a? thorough? overview? of? funding? for? the?
inland? waterway? system? and? recommends? potential? avenues? of? reform? that? will? inform?
policymakers’?and?stakeholders’?decisions?moving?forward.? ?The?paper?then?reviews?the?IWTF,?






The? Inland?Waterways?Trust? Fund? (IWTF)? currently? serves? as? the?primary? funding? source? for?
much?of?the?construction?and?rehabilitation?work?on?the?inland?waterways?system.??The?fund?is?









5However,? operations? and?maintenance? along? the? system? are? funded? entirely? by? the? federal?
government? (Pointon,? 2013).? ? These? costs? have? consistently? exceeded? construction? and?
rehabilitation?costs,?averaging?over?$500?million?annually?(Stern,?2013).??Interest?is?also?earned?
on?unspent?balances? in? the? fund.?The? IWTF?was?established?as?part?of? the? Inland?Waterways?
Revenue? Act? of? 1978,? which? created? a? fuel? tax? at? 4? cents? per? gallon? and? designated? 26?
waterways?that?would?be?subject?to?this?levy.??In?1986,?the?Water?Resources?Development?Act?
(WRDA)? established? the? Inland?Waterways?Users? Board4? and? created? the? precedent? for? the?
50/50?cost?share.? ?The?Users?Board’s?responsibility? is?to?prioritize?projects?and?make?spending?




Additionally,?the?WRDA?authorized?a?gradual? increase? in?the?fuel?tax?to?20?cents?per?gallon? in?
1995,? and? added? the? Tennessee?Tombigbee? Waterway? to? the? list? of? taxable? waterways?




requirements? for? inland?waterway?projects,?and?a? trust? fund? to?hold? these? revenues?and? fund?
investments? in? construction.? ?The?overall?effect?of? these? changes?was?a?greater? financial?and?
decision?making? responsibility? for? commercial? operators? on? the? inland? waterway? system.”?
(Stern,?2013,?p.?4)??
?
Figure?1? illustrates?price? changes? in? the? fuel? tax? (1980?2012).? ?Congressional?authorization? is?
generally?required?to?fund?projects,?but?these?authorizations?do?not?include?planning?for?future?
funding?of?multi?year?projects.?This?often?produces?significant?uncertainty?over?future?funding?
levels.? ? Such? an? approach? leads? to? inefficiencies? and? needlessly? prolonged? construction?


















































































































9Outlays? from? the? fund? are? based? on?monthly? receipts? (Pointon,? 2013).? ? Annual? trust? fund?
revenues?(in?millions?of?dollars)?from?1988?2012?are?shown?in?Figure?3.??These?figures?have?been?
adjusted? to?2012?dollars?which?account? for? inflation.? ?To?make?appropriate?adjustments? that?
reflect? construction? inflation? on? the? inland? waterway? system,? the? USACE? Civil? Works?
Construction? Cost? Index? System? was? used.? ? This? adjustment? reveals? the? increases? in?
construction? costs? from? 2000? to? 2010;? during? this? period? costs? went? up? approximately? 45?
percent?(Carter?&?Stern,?2010).???
?
In?nominal? terms,? revenues?have? flat? lined? since? the? late?1990s,? yet? in? real? terms? there? is? a?
pronounced? downward? trend.? ? Since? 2001,? real? revenues? have? declined? each? year,?with? the?
exception?of?2007?and?2011?when?small? increases?occurred.? ?Receipts?in?fiscal?year?2012?were?
$89.3?million.?Of? that? amount,? $88.6?million?was?disbursed? for?projects? (U.S.?Army?Corps?of?







on?new? construction? and? rehabilitation?projects.? ?According? to? the?American? Society?of?Civil?
Engineers’?2013?Failure? to?Act?Report,?only?50?percent?of? the? inland?waterway? infrastructure?




































































overruns? (Stern,?2013).? ?Due? to?a? lack?of? funding?and?a? viable? cost? sharing?mechanism,?new?
construction?projects?must?be?prioritized.??Increases?in?appropriations?began?in?2005,?as?greater?
investments? in? IWTF?projects?were?approved.? ?This?produced?a? situation?where?expenditures?
outpaced?revenues,?contributing?to?the?abrupt?decrease?in?balances?in?subsequent?years?(Stern,?
2013).? ?The?decline? in?revenues?has?also?contributed? to?project?backlogs.?When?coupled?with?





























































Additional? funding? concerns,? outside? of? the? IWTF,? center? on? annual? appropriations? for?
operations? and? maintenance.? ?While? capital? expenditures? are? an? important? component? of?
inland?waterway?funding,?maintaining?the?system? in?good?working?order? is?critical?to?preserve?
its? reliability? and? efficiency.? ? In? FY? 2010,? $2.5? billion? was? requested? for? operations? and?
maintenance.??However,?only?$2.4?billion?was?appropriated?(GAO,?2010).???
?
Given? that? operations? and? maintenance? appropriations? are? drawn? from? general? federal?
revenues,? uncertainty? can? arise? if? there? is? a? lack? of? consensus? between? Congress? and?
Presidential? administrations? over? funding? levels? (Grier,? 2002).? ? Additional? cost? issues? center?
around? the?Olmstead? Lock?and?Dam?on? the?Ohio?River.? ?Olmstead?has? received?a? significant?
proportion?of?funds?due?to?cost?overruns.??Total?project?costs?have?shot?up?from?an?estimated?










to?have?been? sufficient?at?one? time,? there?are? issues?of?great? concern.? ?The? lack?of? inflation?
indexing,? increasing? project? needs? due? to? aging? infrastructure,? and? the? current? state? of? the?
fund,? all? underline? the? importance? of? adopting? policy? changes? to? improve? the? IWTF’s? fiscal?
position,?along?with?identifying?new?ways?to?increase?operations?and?maintenance?funding.???
?
Given? the? IWTF’s? plummeting? balance,? there? have? been? a? number? of? proposals? offered? by?
various? organizations? and? the? federal? government? to? alleviate? revenue? shortfalls.? Although?
some? reforms? have? been? implemented,? further? policy? shifts? are? necessary.? Many? of? the?
proposed?changes?seek?to?improve?the?project?identification?and?delivery?process?while?raising?
additional?funds,?either?by?replacing?the?fuel?tax?outright?or?increasing?it?above?the?current?rate.??
Based? on? the? trajectory? of? past? reform? proposals,? the? impetus? to? alter? the? current? funding?
structure?or?develop?new?revenue?sources?has?been?a?source?of?conversation?for?some?time.?




criteria? that? should? be? enhanced? through? user? charges? that? include? efficiency5,? equity,? and?
administrative?simplicity.??They?describe?a?number?of?user?charge?regimes?including?fuel?taxes,?




lower?traffic?volumes?at?the?expense?of?higher? traffic?segments.? ?Additionally,?raising?the? fuel?
tax?could?reduce?congestion?by?shifting?freight?to?other?modes?if?the?cost?differential?of?the?tax?








Hickman-Fulton County Riverport (Hickman, Kentucky)
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In?terms?of?administration,?Case?and?Lave?noted?that?this?policy?is?similar?to?the?fuel?tax,?yet?the?
tax? incidence? does? not? necessarily? fall? on? the?waterway? incurring? the? usage.? ? This? situation?
leaves?the?criteria?of?equity?and?efficiency?unmet.? ?Another?possibility,?segment?tolling,?would?
impose?charges?at?certain?points?along?the?system.? ?This?would?efficiently?distribute?the?costs?
based? on? usage.? ? The?main? benefit? of? this? structure? is? the? administrative? simplicity.? ? Like?
segment?tolling,?lockage?fees?are?collected?each?time?a?vessel?transits?a?lock.??The?efficiency?and?
equity?of? such? scenarios?hinge?on? the?pricing? structure.? ? If?volume?determines? charges,? then?
segments? and? locks? with? higher? traffic? flows? would? have? lower? rates? than? less? travelled?





charging? individual?barges?a?per?hour?delay? fee? for?each?barge? that? is?waiting? (vessels?would?
have? the?option? to?vacate? their?position),?and?a?per?hour?delay? fee?with?no?option? to?vacate?
queue? position.? ? No? one? proposal? meets? all? of? the? evaluation? criteria.? ? Balancing? desired?
outcomes? with? needed? funding? levels? will? likely? remain? the? overriding? litmus? test? of? any?
proposed? reform.? ? Case? and? Lave? detailed? which? proposals? are? more? likely? to? meet? each?
criterion?previously?defined?by?stating?“If?efficiency? is? the?prime?concern,?a?segment? toll?plus?
locking?fee?and?congestion?toll??suitably?average?to?attain?administrative?simplicity??are?best.??If?






criteria?used?to?assess?proposals?with?a?variety?of?potential? funding?options.? ?The? first?step? in?
deciding?what?charges?to?extract?is?done?by?determining?whether?to?levy?a?charge?on?the?entire?
inland?waterway?system,?or?if?the?fee?structure?should?be?designed?based?on?the?characteristics?
of? individual?waterways.? ? This? approach?would? increase? efficiency? by? reducing? subsidization?
from? low?cost?waterways?to?higher?cost?waterways.? ?Secondly,?the? funding?structure?must?be?


















































Given? that? the? main? revenue? source? has? remained? unchanged? since? 1995,? the? funding?
difficulties?and?issues?raised?by?this?report?are?even?more?pertinent?today?than?when?the?report?
was?published? in?1992.? ?The?Waterways?Council,?a?national?policy?organization? comprised?of?



















These? changes?would? increase? cost?efficiencies?on?delayed?projects?and?avoid? cost? increases?
associated?with? longer?project? times? (Hammond,?2013).? ?Underwriting? these?changes?are? the?
goals?of? funding?projects?efficiently,? finishing?projects? in?a?timely?manner,?and?using?a?system?
wide?context?when?conducting?project?analysis.??This?plan?argues?for?ranking?projects?based?on?





projects,? rather? than? singularly? focusing? on? benefit?cost? ratios? (National? Academy? of? Public?
Administration,?2007).? ?This?plan?would?require?the?Users?Board?to?collaborate?with?USACE?to?
improve? the? current? model? and? develop? a? long? term? funding? strategy? (Hammond,? 2013).??
Outside? of? using? simulations,? such? a? coordinated? approach? seems? applicable? to? the? inland?
waterway? system.? ? The? USACE? is? working? within? budgetary? constraints? to? optimize? the?
distribution?of? available? funding? across? a? spectrum?of?potential?projects? (Wang?&? Schonfeld,?
2005).???
?
The? traditional? cost? sharing? structure? would? also? be? overhauled.? ? Construction? and? major?
rehabilitation? projects? over? $100? million? would? still? be? shared? 50/50? between? the? federal?
government?and?the?IWTF.??Rehabilitation?projects?less?that?$100?million?would?be?completely?
funded?by?the?federal?government.??Implementing?these?changes?would?require?outlays?of?$270?
million? from? the? federal? side?and?$110?million? from? the? IWTF.? ?This? increase? in?expenditures?
would?call? for?an? increase? in? the? fuel? tax,?or?devising?some?other?method?of? industry? funding?
(Hammond,?2013).??As?previously?noted,?tax?rate?increases?not?indexed?for?future?inflation?will?









from? two? perspectives,? the? Users? Board? and? the? Executive? Branch.? ? Starting? with? an?
examination?of?policies?implemented?by?the?Bush?Administration,6?Stern?details?approaches?to?
IWTF? funding.? ? Initial?proposals? focused?on?replacing?the? fuel?tax?with? lockage? fees.? ?The? fees?
would?be? tied? to? the?balance? in? the? IWTF,?with? fees? rising?when? the?balance? fell?below?$25?
million?and?decreasing?when? it? surpassed?$75?million.? ?This? change?was? touted?as? improving?





and? increase?efficiency.? ?This?proposal?would? also? allow? the?USACE? to? increase? fees? at?high?
traffic? locks.? ?A?more?comprehensive?option?put? forward?would?have?maintained? the? fuel? tax?
and?levied?annual?fees?to?meet?a?revenue?target?(Stern,?2013).??Expansion?of?the?current?system?





of?the? IWTF,?the?Users?Board?has?offered?several?alternative?proposals.? ?These? include?raising?
the? fuel? tax? and? altering? the? current? cost? sharing? structure.? ? The?Users?Board?has?proposed?
increasing? the? fuel? tax? by? 6?9? cents? per? gallon,?while? requiring? the? federal? government? to?
increase? its?cost?share? to?100?percent? for?dams,?cost?overruns,?and?projects?between?$8?and?






requiring?board?approval?and?appointing? representatives? for?each?project? team? (Stern,?2013).??
This?method?would? change? the?way? projects? are? currently? selected? (by? the?USACE? and? the?
current?Administration?and?Congress)?while?implementing?a?priority?ranking?system.?
?
When? determining? an? optimal? investment? strategy,? it? is? imperative? to? account? for? average?
maintenance?costs?(Congressional?Budget?Office,?1992).??Infrastructure?projects?that?reduce?the?






6 For a brief summary of additional administration proposals dating back to FY 1996, see Kruse, Ellis, Protopapas, 
and Norboge, 2013 p.13-23.  
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more?quickly? and? the? ability? to?use? future? revenues? to?deliver? improvements? to? the? current?
system.? ?Three?possible?methods?of?applying? this? funding?approach?are?also?discussed:?bond?
against? IWFT?revenue,?raise?the? Inland?Waterway?Fuel?Tax?by?4?cents?and?bond?against?entire?
new?revenue?streams,?raise?the?Inland?Waterway?Fuel?Tax?by?4?cents?and?bond?only?against?the?
increase.? ? Estimates? suggest? that? the? three? bonding? approaches? could? generate? $1.3? billion?
(plan?1),?$1.6?billion? (plan?2),?or?$275?million? (plan?3)? in? financing?proceeds? in?their? first?year.??
Additional? case? studies? in? the? report? using? non?domestic? examples? reveal? that? alternative?
financing? mechanisms? are? often? available? and? can? provide? necessary? funding? to? assist? in?
meeting?more?expedited?project?timelines.?
?
The? Inland? Marine? Transportation? Systems? (IMTS)? Capital? Projects? Business? Model? (2010)?
argues?for?an?annual?funding?level?of?$380?million?(half?of?which?is?to?come?from?the?IWTF,?and?
the?other?half?from?the?federal?government).??This?would?require?50?cents?per?gallon?increase?in?
the? fuel? tax.? ? IMTS? recognizes? a? dramatic? increase? over? the? current? 20? cents? is? unrealistic.?
However,?the?disparity?reveals?the?pressing?nature?of?needs?facing?the?system?and?the?inability?
of?the?current?funding?regime?fulfill?them.??Given?that?such?an?increase?is?currently?unfeasible,?
















































The? report? suggests? funding? new? lock? constructions? through? a? 50/50? cost? share? agreement?
between?the? IWTF?and?federal?government,?where?any?major?rehabilitation?over?$100?million?
are? funded?at? the?same? rate.? ?For?dam?construction?/? rehabilitations,?and? lock? rehabilitations?
costing?under?$100?million,? the? report?endorses? a?100?percent? federal? funding? from? general?
appropriations.? ?Other? proposals? include? establishing? cost?share? caps? to? cope?with? potential?
cost? increases? and?overruns.? ?While? raising? additional? revenues? for? the? IWTF? is? the? focus?of?
many?proposals,?the?allocation?and?cost?sharing? issues?dealing?with?current?funding?has?come?
under?scrutiny,?as?noted?in?the?IMTS?Capital?Business?Projects?Model?Report?(2010).??Faced?with?
limited? funds,?the?choice?to?allocate?money?can? impact?trends? in?system?usage?by?altering? its?
condition? and? efficiency.? ? Grier? (2002)? critiques? using? ton?miles? to? make? budget? decisions?
because? it? is? a? measure? that? does? not? provide? tributaries? with? enough? credit? for? freight?
shipments.?Without? such? tributaries,?many? trips?would?not?be?possible.? ?Thus?Grier?proposes?







Although? the? lack? of? funding? has? been? highlighted? as? an? obstacle? to?maintaining? the? inland?
waterway?system? in?a?functional?state,?the?way? in?which?current?projects?are?undertaken?may?
also? impact? funding? levels.? ? Kruse,? Ellis,? Protopapas,? and? Norboge? (2013)? developed? a? new?
approach?to?construction?and?maintenance?on?the?inland?waterway?system?that?operates?as?an?
alternative?to?the?current?“build?and?expand”?approach.??The?authors?proposed?a?new?strategy?
coined?as?“repair?and? sustain”,?which? includes? some?elements?of?past? strategies.10? ?This?new?
approach? privileges? maintenance? designed? to? avoid? critical? failures,? allows? for? major?
construction? projects? only? when? performance? levels? dips—permanently—below? accepted?
thresholds,? and? staging? necessary? equipment? to? hasten? repairs? when? they? are? needed.??
However,?implementing?this?option?seems?unlikely?given?the?current?lack?of?funding.???
?
The? proposals? reviewed? here? offer? plans? with? different? funding?methods? in? an? attempt? to?













reliability.?Aging? infrastructure?also? requires?additional? investment? to? remain?operational,?yet?
project? authorization? currently? exceeds? available? funds? (Carter?&? Stern,? 2010).? ?Many? older?
locks? lack? the?size?and?capacity?needed? for? today’s?barge?tows.? ?Older? facilities? typically?have?
600?foot? chambers,?half? the? size?of? today’s? 1,200? feet? standard.? ?Due? to? spatial? constraints,?






of? critically? important? locks? and? dams? on? our? nation’s? waterways? and? about? the? growing?






situation”? (p.3).? ? According? to? Carter? and? Stern? (2010),? the? construction? backlog? facing? the?
USACE?would?cost?in?excess?of?$62?billion?to?eliminate.???
?
The?2013?Report?Card? for?America’s? Infrastructure?by? the?American?Society?of?Civil?Engineers?









them? appropriately.? ? When? barge? tows? are? forced? to? separate? to? move? through? a? lock,?
congestion?and?delays?emerge.??It?also?increases?lockage?times,?particularly?at?high?traffic?locks?
or? during? periods? of? heavy? traffic.? ? Preventative?maintenance? designed? to? sustain? locks? and?
prevent?breakdowns?is?not?adequately?funded,?leading?to?a?reactionary?mentality?when?locks?do?
fail? (Grier,?2009).? ?When?outages?on? the? system?occur,?disruptions? to?barge? traffic? can?have?
significant?economic?repercussions.??Grier?(2009)?observed?that:?
?
“An? aging? inland? waterway? infrastructure? is? not? necessarily? a? concern? as? long? as? timely?








ramifications? for? the? inland?waterway? system? in? the? years? ahead? as? the? effects? of? deferred?
construction?and?maintenance?multiply?and?compound.???
?
Examining?trends? in? lock?unavailability14? illustrates?the?effects?of? limited?funding?on?the? inland?
waterway? system.? ?Grier? (2002)? gathered?data?on? lock?outages? in? the?1990s? and? found? that?
aggregate?outage?duration?has?doubled?in?just?a?decade.??Shipping?itineraries?can?be?modified?if?










“Unscheduled? delay? is? most? often? the? result? of? high? volumes? at? transit? points,? as? well? as?
occasional?failures?in?equipment,?resulting?in?increased?operating?costs.”?(p.39)?
?
In?2011,? total? lock?outages? accounted? for?9?percent?of?operational? time,?of?which?3?percent?













US? inland?waterway? system.? ? Due? to? scheduled? outages? generally? being?more?manageable,?
much?of? the?attention? is?directed? toward?unscheduled?outages? that?can?disrupt? shipping?and?





































































































































nearly? 98? percent,?while? the? number? of? total?unscheduled? outages? increased? 145? percent.15??
Grier?(2009)?provides?a?possible?explanation?of?increased?outage?times:??
?
“Scheduled?maintenance? and? repairs? are? occurring?more? often,? at?more? locations,? and? are?














However,? the?most? pressing? issue? appears? to? be? securing? a? reliable? and? sufficient? funding?





with? cost? sharing? on? capital? construction? and? major? rehabilitation? projects.? ? The? funding?
arrangements?are?ostensibly?beneficial,?yet?uncertainty?over?the? federal?budget?and?concerns?
over?deficit?spending?may?negatively? impact?this? less?visible?transportation?mode.? ?Aging? locks?
and?dams?will?need? increased?maintenance? if?system?reliability? is?to?be?maintained?at?current?
levels,? and? other? financial? sources?may? have? to? be? tapped? to? provide? the? required? funding.??
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